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As we enter a new millennium the thing is said to come
Which is known as armageddon
The global filtration
A mass annihilation
An ignorance extinction
Those chosen to survive already know the answers to
obtain bliss
Now is our turn to see through the corners of jesus's
eyes
Spectrum seen fourteen grey
Breathe in the night and breathe out the day
A fall breaking the scars
Bleed down the voice of the sun god ra
We were never blind, our eyes were closed
(chorus a)
A blow to the earth's core
Descend from life
Ascend to light
Time breeds down
(chorus b)
Wretched fall...
Earth
Sky
Self
A growing burn
Inbreed the lost
I'm standing ripe
I'm what silence speaks
I'm the son of light
Heaven and earth shall join
But not through the second coming of christ
Through science, biology,
Mathematics and astrology
These answers will be attained
Eternal life will be released from it's vile
Where it lies somewhere in the middle east
Next to a vial obtaining infinite death
Those grey will see
Spectrum seen fourteen grey
Breathe in the night and breathe out the day
A fall breaking the scars
Bleed down the voice of the sun god ra
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(chorus b)
Break points no longer exist
Lines of intrigue erase
A will set to dominate my mind
Exist without the eye of peace
The giza plateaus she'd me light
I can see...
I've realized what's my fate
A soul defines me
Is set to dominate
(chorus a)
(chorus b)
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